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The Design House is one of the
most striking contemporary homes in
America Around every corner and
in every room you'll find exciting new
ideas in home design and fashion
Ideas that could work in your home

Located along the edge of Lake
Thoreau inthe northern Virginia com-
munity of Reston, this all wood home

is surrounded by more than 2,000 feet
of decking. Even theformal entrance
way is an angled deck designed to
draw your attention towards the atrium

There stands a 15 foot ficus tree
basking in the sun provided by a 14
foot square skylight over the door

When y

	

w-:: -to the living
room, the in i	 iiy ' Th Design

House shines The oversized double
pane glass doors providea breathtaking
viewof Lake Thoreau And the sectional
furniture pickedout by Woodward!
Lothrop's Home Fashion Director Claus
Mahnken, allows the room to remain
changeablethroughout the year As the
light inthe room changes with the seasons,
so can the character of the house
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Like most of the rooms, the dining block counters to the hentwood chairs of openness. This is enhanced even
area offers another view of the lake and to the oak floor, the kitchen hasa natural more (lie to architect Hugh Newel]
themanybeautiful homes surrounding it	 sense of practicality and comfort The
Space and light merge into an expanse	 herb garden in the window increases
of white that reflects off of a mirrored	 this feeling by bringing a bit of nature
buffet built into the window

	

into TheDesign House.
The use of wood in the house is	 Sleeping quarters feature slanted

ever: extended to the furnishings found ceilings and an abundance of suriiqht
in the kitchen I 'rom the solid butcher	 giving the rooms an immense fee1ing

Jacobsen's creative useof space and
built-in furniture. For example, in the
children's bedroom, there is a loft tI:
can be usedas an extra sleeping are.

The contemporary desk hi itIt ii j',
the library's Id rc]e ;,'ti i l i' '

the most intrioui:iiii' i :l:.ic






	piece in the house And like each room			 Take for example, the All Weather
in The Design House, the library has		Wood Foundation Unlike conven-
hardwood oak flooring cut at angles		tional masonry systems, this unique
leading towards the ficus tree that's		treated wood foundation can be laid
growing inthe atrium		regardless of weather conditions and	

Yet with all of this obvious beauty,	 remain impervious to decay
there's even more toThe Di gnHouse			 Thu -ivironment of the house is
thaum' tst - ' -p vprnci,ii
ideas await	 -at- to	 ir'x - nng and

cooling system An insulated, under
floor chamber distributes warm and
cool air throughout the home while
providing a more comfortable floor
to walk on

Overhead, energy costs are kept
down h in the roof is lined with

known to be a natural
special hidden gutters
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tucked ii	 the roof keep the In ins of	 If you'd like to learn more about
the house clean and uncluttered

	

	thespecifics of The Design House, the
It's this incredible combinationof the people who made it possiblewill be

practicality of wood, tasteful interior	 happy to send you more information
decorating, dramatic architecture, and
the beauty of Restonthat makes The
Desirm House what it is	
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